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This study analyses anthropological research conducted during four field trips to Wittenberg in 2004 

and 2005. It is accompanied by a DVD and entails detailed commentary on the use of films in ritual 

studies. Wittenberg is of interest as a place which has emerged as a major tourist attraction in a 

struggling region of re-unified Germany. It receives an around 350 000 visitors annually, and holds a 

three-day festival every June, in which the re-staged wedding of Martin Luther and Katharina von Bora 

forms the centrepiece. This festival draws 100 000 visitors to the city, while the other commemorative 

event, Reformation Day, attracts 20 000 spectators in October. Wittenberg was declared a UNESCO 

World Heritage site in 1996. Its less than 50 000 inhabitants benefit from the tourism industry and take 

pride in the fact that »world history« was made in their home-town. Yet in Saxony as a whole, only four 

percent of the population regularly attends church, while in Wittenberg only 15 per cent claim any 

church affiliation. »Lutherland« is among the most secularised German states.

Stephenson focuses on the re-enactment of rituals associated with Luther. Through observing 

performances and interviews, he develops useful insights into Luther’s place in contemporary 

historical memory and religious cultures stretching from Germany to America. He thus argues that 

Luther has not just undergone commoditization. His DVD certainly details this aspect, in a montage 

which shows us Luther beer, Luther socks also. He provides information on the organisation of the 

festivals alongside interesting figures of costs: a garlic bread stand for the three day wedding festival 

will cost 1,200 Euros. Yet Stephenson diagnoses also a »genuine interest in revitalizing traditions, 

building community, and encouraging opportunities for expressive action« (p. 30). He understands 

Wittenberg people to be cultural animators. This proposition seems to work better in some respects 

than in others. The DVD, for instance, shows us a re-enactment of the imagined wedding dinner of 

Luther and von Bora in a local restaurant. The couple sit at either ends of the table, with ca. twelve 

guests in between. All of them seem to be German. The emphasis is on Luther as a patriarch (he does 

all the talking), with familiar jocularity around his fondness of food, drink and sex. But one is hard 

pressed to detect any particularly expressive participation among the paying guests, who appear to 

laugh as and when expected. And yet laughter emerges as a key theme in this book. Luther is a 

popular religious figure and pleasurable to commemorate as historical figure by largely secular people 

because he can be laughed at in his earthiness. In Stephenson’s view, this revitalises the public 

sphere through »carnivalesque festivity« (p. 135). Luther is a success because of his »ambivalent 

status«, in that he invites both praise and abuse and seems to embody norms of civilised behaviour as 

well as overstepping them. This argument is developed through a frame analysis of a ten-minute 

performance on the market place in which a modern day Luther drinks a lot of beer very quickly and 
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looses his balance. Beer generally is a key ritual object during the festivities in that drinking it opens 

and closes events. It is balanced on the head by the Luther performer like a crown during Reformation 

Day. Thus the elevated nature of the event in church is counterbalanced with a sense that the 

Reformation was an event for ordinary folk. Luther then is also ambivalent, one might add, in that he 

had ordinary parents but became a doctor and proud of his status. At the same time, Stephenson rests 

reluctant to look for functional reasons of such performances. He insists on the category of »play« as 

an end in itself. There remains a tension between this argument and his analysis that laughing at 

authority figures is a healthy part of democratic societies (p. 153). 

Unsurprisingly, some visitors think of these performances as too secular. The criterion for selecting key 

actors during the festivities, for instance, is not that they are Lutheran, but that they know about the 

city’s Reformation history or can even claim some direct descent: Luther in the 2007 wedding claimed 

to be a descendant of Luther’s brother; a seller of herbs and liqueurs on the market likewise claimed to 

be part of the family. These genealogical links help to market authenticity in »the original dramatic 

setting« of the Reformation. One commentator dismissively remarks that all this makes the 

commemorations a Volksfest rather than anything to do with religion. Stephenson ably untangles 

some of the conflicting responses by German and American Lutheran Churches to this, but overall 

endorses that the key function of the events is to attempt the recovery and reinvention of lost mimetic 

traditions of carnival as well as an experience of communality. He records how one night on the 

Wittenberg market-square, a band ended their performance with Bob Dylan’s »Blowin’ in the Wind« 

and everyone joined in the singing. Nothing in the festival is ever politicised, and yet clearly it opens 

itself up to an imaginary engagement with a sense of historicity and change as well as nostalgia and 

civic pride. While the festivities encourage such vague engagements which are largely sense-based, 

the different churches spell out adapted belief systems in the various church services which run 

alongside street-events. The wedding re-enactments thus bring to the fore questions about how 

homosexuals are accommodated, and Stephenson documents different visions and responses by 

Lutheran visitors. Wittenberg thus becomes a space in which traditional views of marriage and 

sexuality can still be challenged. In addition, every year there is a lecture by Friedrich Schorlemmer 

and a Luther – themes academic conference at Reformation Day. Schorlemmer endorses an image of 

Luther as a man who sympathised with the peasants but merely disapproved of their use of violence. 

He is upheld as a hero who brought freedom, social welfare and linguistic culture to Germans. Events 

which critically assess Luther as historical figure are not as public. They exist, but behind closed 

doors. 

Stephenson’s study thus is of interest for historians of religion, memory and contemporary 

East Germany. I would have liked far more material from a broader range of interviews. This is a new 

style of anthropology, where the researcher never pretends to become an insider, and one even 

wonders about the extent to which he has mastered the language. The historical background appear 

very much »read up on« rather than thoroughly digested, while much theory is referred to second 

hand, so that Adorno charmingly becomes »Theodore« Adorno. Yet the research interestingly 

connects with recent assessments of Luther’s popularity in the past as a »stout doctor« (Lyndal 
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Roper), whose paternal features, solidity and earthiness in his later career so completely 

revolutionised the stereotype of religious reformers as ascetic saints.
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